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Abstract. This work proposes a methodology for a sounder assessment
of centrality, some of the most important concepts of network science, in
the context of voting networks, which can be established in various situ-
ations from politics to online surveys. In this regard, the network nodes
can represent members of a parliament, and each edge weight aims to be
a probabilistic proxy for the alignment between the edge endpoints. In or-
der to achieve such a goal, different methods to quantify the agreement
between peers based on their voting records were carefully considered
and compared from a theoretical as well as an experimental point of
view. The results confirm the usefulness of the ideas herein presented,
and which are flexible enough to be employed in any scenario which can
be characterized by the probabilistic agreement of its components.

Keywords: Node Centrality · Weighted Networks · Data Summariza-
tion · Social Computing · Voting Networks

1 Introduction

Information Systems can combine tools from various branches of knowledge,
such as Data Science, enabling the discovery of interesting insights into complex
systems from data respective to these [1, 13]. In this regard, a central aspect
is the proper use of theoretical models which soundly fit available data leading
to meaningful predictions. The trending importance of interpretability in such a
context has been deservedly indicated in the recent literature [25]. Likewise, this
has also happened in the more specific scenario of techniques related to complex
networks: for example, spectral graph theory [34], random graph models [32],
and social network analysis [3]. This work aims to contribute to the literature
similarly while focusing on probabilistic networks modeling and analysis [16, 18,
19, 30, 31].
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The importance of such modeling is evidenced by the wide range of concrete
problems which can be approached from this point of view. This could be ex-
pected given the ubiquity of uncertainty and chance in all aspects of life. Such
diversity also implies some challenges, considering the goal of developing tools
whose use is not limited to a single probabilistic setting but ideally are flexible
enough to help make better sense of most of these occasions. With that in mind,
in this work a bottom-up strategy was carried out, from the reconsideration of
basic probabilistic network features up to methods and results which rely on this
fresher look.

Notwithstanding the just indicated ideas, since our work is oriented towards
mining concrete systems modeled as complex networks, we decided to present
the proposed methodology concomitantly with a use case regarding relationships
between members of a political congress [14, 15, 26, 27] based on their voting
records [8, 9, 11]. Therefore, in a rough description, the target of this paper is to
show how to draw interesting conclusions from such political data, assessing the
alignment between peers, which enables a multifaceted centrality analysis built
on a solid yet straightforward mathematical foundation. And as a completing
aspect, empirical results derived from applying this methodology on real data of
the lower house of the Brazilian National Congress are reported and discussed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the
theoretical background that substantiates this work. Section 3 addresses the
related works and also highlights the contributions of this work in view of the
existing literature. The proposed methodology is described in Section 4, while
Section 5 presents its experimental evaluation and the respective discussion of
the results. Some concluding remarks are stated in Section 6.

2 Fundamental Concepts

Many real-world circumstances can be represented using graph theory, popularly
depicted as a diagram composed of a set of points and lines connecting pairs of
this set. A simple undirected graph G(V,E) consists of a set V of n nodes, and a
set E of m edges. Each edge in a graph is specified by a pair of nodes {u, v} ∈ E,
with u ∈ V , v ∈ V . A node u is adjacent to node v if there is an edge between
them. The degree of a node is the number of edges that are incident upon the
node. As an extension, in a weighted graph each edge ei ∈ E, i = 1, · · · ,m
has a value w(ei) ∈ R associated to it. This kind of graph can be denoted as
G = (V,E,w), where w :

(
V
2

)
→ R.

A graph whose set of nodes equals the union of two disjoint sets (i.e., V =
T∪U , and T∩U = ∅) such that any two nodes in the same set are not adjacent is
called bipartite graph, two-mode graph, or bigraph [35]. A projection of a bipartite
graph G(T ∪ U,E) is a graph whose nodes are a subset of T or U , and whose
edges represent the existence of a common neighbor between its endpoints in G.
Edges in a projection of a bipartite graph can be weighted in numerous ways,
e.g. considering the absolute or relative number of shared neighbors of their
endpoints in the original graph [6], or using a context-specific method [28].
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Given a representation of a real-world system as a network (i.e., a concrete
analog of a graph, which is an abstract structure), it is common to examine the
characteristics and structural properties of the network. Many properties can be
associated with graph nodes, such as distance and centrality. A certain awareness
of the individual system elements’ importance may be obtained by measures
of how “central” the corresponding vertex is in the network. The search for
“communities” and analogous types of indefinite “clusters” within a system may
be addressed as a graph partitioning problem [21]. Some important definitions
for this sort of network characterization are presented next.

Measures of centrality are designed to quantify notions of importance and
thereby facilitate answering some questions related to the network. A common
notion of a central node is a node that can easily reach many other nodes in
the graph through its edges. There is an immense number of different centrality
measures that have been proposed over the years [12]. This subsection discusses
two classic measures on which the proposed methodology was developed: degree
and strength.

The Degree Centrality [17] of a node is possibly the simplest centrality mea-
sure and refers to the number of incident edges upon this node, i.e., its own
degree. From this point of view, the higher the degree, the more central the
node is. This measure better represents influence from a local perspective on the
graph. This is a straightforward yet effectual measure: in various contexts nodes
with high degrees are ruled as notably central by other measures [5]. The Degree
Centrality of the node u can be established as shown in Equation (1).

CD(u) = |{e ∈ E : u ∈ e}| . (1)

This measure was originally proposed for unweighted graphs. Afterwards,
some generalizations were developed to contemplate valued networks. Barrat
et al. [4] extended the notion of degree centrality of a node and called it the
node strength, which was defined by the sum of the weights of all edges incident
in it. Equation (2) presents the calculation of the strength of a given node u.

su = Cw
D(u) =

∑
e∈E :u∈e

w(e) . (2)

3 Literature Review

As stated in Section 1, probabilistic networks have a broad and rich history
of applications. One of the oldest elements of such a collection is the work of
Frank [16], which regards finding shortest paths in graphs whose edge weights
are random variables instead of deterministic values. Sevon et al. [31] considered
a similar problem but in graphs whose edge weights regard the probability of
interaction between nodes. This setting was also explored by Potamias et al. [30],
who proposed an approach to answering k-nearest neighbors queries in graphs as
such. More recently, Fushimi et al. [18] used Monte Carlo simulations on the same
kind of graph to establish connected centrality for suggesting the positioning of
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evacuation facilities against natural disasters. And regarding social networks,
the study of probabilistic ego networks can be mentioned [19].

In the political science context, network analysis has been recognized as an
invaluable tool for the development of research at the highest level. [33]. Several
studies have been conducted based on the relational fundamentals of politics,
giving rise to different political networks models and methodologies to infer and
validate contextual features [9]. As an example, Lee and Bearman [22] used that
platform for arguing that political and ideological isolation and homogenization
of U.S. population have never been so strong, according to data obtained through
a survey.

Alternatively, studies concerning networks whose nodes are members of a
political congress are very popular, even considering those which are not based
on voting records: co-sponsorship was already used in this regard [14, 15, 27],
while other dyadic actions as co-authoring and co-attendance were discussed [26].
These networks are commonly studied because it signals peer endorsement very
explicitly and publicly. Networks induced by co-sponsorship of bills in legislative
bodies have been used to examine, e.g., homophily [7] and characterize ideological
evolution over time [20].

Lee et al. [24] presented a study of the community structure in time-dependent
legislation co-sponsorship networks in the Peruvian Congress, which is compared
with the networks of the US Senate. A multilayer representation of temporal net-
works is employed, and a multilayer modularity maximization is used to detect
communities in these networks. How much the legislators tend to form ideolog-
ical relationships with members of the opposite party is measured by Andris
et al. [2]. The authors quantify the level of cooperation or lack thereof between
Democrat and Republican party members in the U.S. House from 1949 to 2012.

A study about the Brazilian Congress network to investigate the relation-
ships between the donations received by congressmen elected and their voting
behaviors during next two years is presented in a paper by Bursztyn et al. [9].
Two networks are built and analyzed, the donation network, and the voting
network. In both networks, the vertices are the congressmen. The homophily
and cohesion of congressmen are investigated. The results indicate that regions
exhibit stronger homophily than political parties in the donation network, while
this trend is opposite for the voting network.

Using data from Twitter and other sources (e.g., roll-call vote data), Peng
et al. [29] examined how and why the members of congress connect and com-
municate with one another on Twitter and also what effects such connection
and communication have on their vote behavior. This study shows a high degree
of partisan homogeneity and the homophily effect in social network research. A
network with voting data from the Brazilian Deputies Chamber is determined in
the work of Brito et al. [8]. A methodology for studying the evolution of political
entities over time is presented. Although a multiparty political system charac-
terizes the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies, the results obtained reveal that the
expected plurality of ideas did not occur.
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The network of relations between parliament members according to their
voting behavior regarding political coalitions and government alliances was an-
alyzed by Dal Maso et al. [11]. Existing tools for complex networks were used
to exploit such a network and assist in developing new metrics of party polar-
ization, coalition internal cohesion, and government strength. The methodology
presented was applied to the Chamber of Deputies of the Italian Parliament. The
results made it possible to characterize the heterogeneity of the governing coali-
tion and the specific contributions of the parties to the government’s stability
over time.

4 Methodology

In this work, the starting point of the proposed methodology is establishing
a bipartite network relating members of parliament (MPs) to ballots in which
they participated. This network is unweighted, but each edge is marked with
the option chosen for the single vote it represents, e.g.: (i) yes, (ii) no, (iii)
obstruction, (iv) abstention. It is then possible to project an all-MPs network,
whose links indicate at least one joint participation in the ballots considered,
regardless of the options taken. For the sake of simplicity, the bipartite network
is assumed to be connected, implying the same property for its projection.

4.1 Edge Weighting

The edges of this projected network can be weighted for a deeper assessment of
the relationships between MPs. An interesting approach in this regard is to model
the empirical probability of agreement, i.e., voting likewise, or sharing a common
interest in some political topics. With this in mind, let a matrix Vm×n regard
the participation of m MPs in n ballots, such that vi,j may represent the option
chosen by the i-th MP in the j-th ballot, or it indicates that the MP did not take
part in this ballot (vi,j = None). Also let Hi = {j : vi,j ̸= None} be the set of
ballots in which the i-th MP indeed participated, and Oi = {(j, vi,j) : j ∈ Hi} be
the set of pairs representing options chosen by an MP i in the respective ballots.

Then, the agreement between MPs x and y could be assessed according to
ratio between of the number of votes they had in common and the number of
ballots in which both participated, as shown in Equation (3), which is hereinafter
referred to as co-voting agreement. Consider α > 0 a parameter for additive
smoothing of the Jaccard Index-like computation of A(x, y) [10, 23]: by default,
it was used in this work α = 1.

A(x, y) =
|Ox ∩Oy|+ α

|Ox ∪Oy|+ 2α
, (3)

A projected network of MPs whose edge weights are defined by this method
is referred to as a Direct Agreement Network (DAN). The edge weights in the
DAN have a positive interpretation as a proxy to voting alignment. Figure 1
provides an example of a voting network and the DAN which results from its
projection as described.
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Fig. 1: Hypothetical voting network (left) and its respective DAN (right), con-
sidering α = 1. Nodes 0 to 3 represent voters, while nodes 4 to 7 represent polls.
In (a), each edge implies the participation of the voter in one of its ends on the
poll in its other end, by voting according to the edge label (in this example, 0
or 1). In (b), each edge implies that the voters it connects took part of the same
poll at least once.

4.2 Probabilistic Centrality

Now consider evaluating node strength in this network: weights summation is
inherent to such computation. However, this is questionable since there is no
guarantee that the events the edges denote are mutually exclusive: the proba-
bilistic understanding of such sums is unclear, as they could become even greater
than 1.

The substitution of the probabilities by their logarithms may allow to counter
these problems. This transformation also avoids the semantic loss previously
imposed by weights summation. Adding log-probabilities is directly related to
multiplying probabilities, which in turn can point to the joint probability of in-
dependent events occurrence. Although the independence of agreement events
cannot be assured a priori, its assumption can be seen as a modeling simplifica-
tion with no negative consequences observed so far.

The logarithm transformations can be conveniently employed to compute
more insightful centrality indexes. The Strength can be computed for all DAN
nodes so that it could be considered reasonable to affirm that the MP/node with
the highest strength is very well-connected to its neighbors. However, comparing
these values can be tricky: in the toy DAN shown in Figure 2, nodes A and C
have the same strength (equal to 1.1), although the weight distribution over
their edges differs.
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Alternatively, it could be applied the logarithm transformation to the re-
spective DAN, and then the strengths could be computed on the resulting net-
work. Hence, in this case, cologDAN: sA = log(0.9) + log(0.2) = log(0.9 · 0.2) =
log(0.18), and sC = log(0.30), so that sC > sA. This last approach has a sig-
nificant advantage over the first. Each of these values is now meaningful, as the
logarithm of a node’s probability to simultaneously agree with all of its neigh-
bors. Such measure was named Probabilistic Degree Centrality (PDC).

A B

D C

0.9

0.5

0.6

0.2

Fig. 2: A toy DAN. The edge weights regard the probability of agreement between
the voters represented by the nodes.

4.3 Political Contextualization

The just introduced centrality indexes are flexible enough to be used for any
network whose edge weights regard the chance of agreement, or some similar
concept, between the nodes they connect. These are far from being limited to
voting scenarios. However, in which context this work is focused allows specific
interpretations and uses of some of these indexes as well as concepts used for
their definition. The insights in this regard are detailed next.

First of all, in a broad sense, it is considered how the idea of node centrality
provides a concrete and useful perspective of the probabilistic political networks
in question. The most central node of a network is often regarded as the most
important of all, for example, the one closest to its peers, the strongest influencer,
or the one whose removal would result in the greatest loss of data traffic efficiency.
Although it is tempting to consider the most central MP as the greatest leader
of the house, there is no support to such hypothesis since this could only be
reasonably stated if the agreement between peers was assessed in a directed
fashion, which is not the case.

Despite this negative, a sensible characterization of the MPs according to
their centralities is still possible. One perspective which enables reaching this
goal is that of summarization, where the MP with whom there is a greater
chance of an agreement with all others can serve as an archetype of the house
members. Thus, it is processing a voting profile that resembles a medoid of
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collecting all items of this kind. Moreover, the same principles can be employed
in the identification of the member of a party that better represents it.

Going a little further in the just indicated direction, if known in advance
the orientation of a central MP in a ballot, this information can be used as
a predictor of its result. How confident one can be about such prediction can
be conveniently evaluated since the outputs of the centrality measures proposed
are probabilistically sound. These values can also objectively assess how cohesive
the entire group of MPs or even a subset is. Thereby enabling compare different
parties in a given period as well as the house in different periods, for example.

5 Experimental Evaluation

This section presents and discusses practical results obtained from the applica-
tion of the proposed concepts to synthetic and naturally-produced data. This
aimed at analyzing the proposed methodology under controlled circumstances,
enabling a clearer perception of its features, as well as observing its behavior
when subject to the idiosyncrasies which are inherent to real applications.

5.1 Synthetic Data

This first collection of experiments aimed at validating the idea which inspired
all subsequent developments which were realized: taking into account the prob-
abilistic structure of a voting network instead of ignoring it enables a more
insightful analysis of its properties. In order to confirm this statement it was
then hypothesized that the regular assessment of strength (Equation (2)) in a
DAN would lead to a node ranking which could be notably dissimilar to that
produced by its logDAN counterpart. This was tested as follows.

First, it was established a simple model to generate random voting networks.
Its parameters were the number of polls to consider, the number of parties, the
number of members of each party, the probability of attendance of the voters
to polls, and the probability of loyalty of the voters to their parties: that is,
in every poll, each of the voters can only be absent, or be loyal by voting in
its own party, or be independent by voting in any party randomly. This model
was used to produce numerous artificial voting networks, each of which was
transformed to a DAN in order to compute the regular and probabilistic node
centrality rankings, whose similarity was at last evaluated using the Kendall’s τ
non-parametric correlation coefficient [23].

To put the intended results into perspective, other methods for the projection
of bipartite networks were also employed, despite the fact that they rely solely on
the topological configuration of its input graph and but ignore attributes of its
edges, as votes. Targeting to mimic the consideration of such attributes, instead
of applying these methods on the original voting network, whose edges regarded
every type of vote, they were applied on alternative versions of these in which
only the edges of votes to party #1 were preserved. This way the coincidence
between node neighborhoods, a concept which all these methods share, could be
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better used for assessing voting alignment. The rivals methods considered were:
weighted projection, Jaccard-based overlap projection, and maximum overlap
ratio projection [6].

Figure 3 illustrates the results obtained considering 2 parties, each with 100
members, 100 polls, and varied scenarios with respect to the loyalty and at-
tendance probabilities. In each scenario, a total of 100 random voting networks
were generated and processed, targeting to ensure the statistical stability of the
reported averages. It can be noticed that the proposed methodology (top-left sub-
figure) reflected more clearly than its counterparts the variation of both model
parameters in question, exhibiting a smooth gradient. Moreover, it is possible
to reason that as loyalty is diminished, what makes parties more irrelevant as
voting becomes purely random, the distinction between regular and probabilistic
degree centrality also vanishes.
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Fig. 3: Average Correlation between regular and probabilistic degree central-
ity rankings for synthetic data: 2 parties, 100 members per party, 100 polls.
Compared to its alternatives, the proposed Agreement Projection better reflects
variations in parameters of randomly generated voting networks.

As a final remark regarding artificial data, Figure 4 presents the results of
the proposed methodology in a setting which is similar to the one just described
but now with 3 parties. The aforementioned rival methods are unable to handle
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this case since opting to keep only the edges regarding the votes of a single party
means discarding the votes of the other two parties. Our methodology not only
can handle this case, as evidenced by the same sensitiveness and smoothness in
the results, but any number of different types of votes.
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Fig. 4: Average Correlation between regular and probabilistic degree centrality
rankings for synthetic data: 3 parties, 100 members per party, 100 polls. Agree-
ment Projection can once again capture data peculiarities, even in this scenario
which its counterparts are unable to properly represent by definition.

5.2 Real Data

These tests rely on publicly available records of Brazil’s Chamber of Deputies,
the lower house of the National Congress of the country: results from open
votes that happened during 2021. First, a descriptive analysis of the dataset is
provided, displaying some general information for the portrait of the context
at hand. Then the network-based modeling and its developments are carefully
reported.

As a start, it is presented next a broad description of the dataset focusing on
its size. Figure 5 depicts the total number of votes respective to each of the 25
parties featured in the Congress (“S.PART.” regards independent, unaffiliated
deputies), which were declared in a total of 956 opportunities. Figure 6 also
presents the total number of votes but according to its type: there is a total of
5 types, although two of those clearly dominate the distribution.

At last, Figure 7 displays the overall correlation between regular and proba-
bilistic degree centrality node rankings of DANs produced from voting networks
resulting from all votes grouped on a monthly basis. It also displays the correla-
tion considering scenarios limited to some chosen pairs of parties: PSL and PT
are the more numerous parties of the Congress, and represent the right-wing and
left-wing spectrum, respectively; NOVO and PSOL are also from the right-wing
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Fig. 6: Number of votes of each type. “Art. 17” is a vote type reserved to the
president of the house, who can vote only in exceptional occasions.
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and left-wing spectrum respectively but are smaller, more cohesive, and more
ideologically-oriented than the first two mentioned.
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Fig. 7: Correlations between node rankings defined by their respective regular
and probabilistic degree centralities, considering members of all parties or se-
lected pairs of them, as well as monthly intervals. The behavior of the entire
congress resembles that of the PSL-PT pair, which are the poles to the right and
to the left of the political spectrum, respectively. The PSL-NOVO and PSOL-PT
pairs are highly correlated, which is coherent with their ideological alignment.

As it can be observed, the results of the PSL-PT pair resemble those of the
entire congress (“Overall”), which is consistent with the fact that these parties
encompass the greatest number of MPs. Moreover, the correlation of this pair
is in general smaller than that of all parties together, evidencing an antagonism
in a higher level than that which is employed in general in the house. It is
also interesting to confirm the ideological alignment of the PSOL-PT and PSL-
NOVO pairs: the high correlation during the entire year indicates that they work
with minimal discordance, in a similar fashion to the scenarios of random voting
discussed in the previous subsection.

6 Conclusion

The inference and analysis of relationships in a political context are undeniably
valuable, not only for politicians themselves but for the population in general,
contributing for a better understanding of the social landscape in which we are
all inserted. The employment of methods from network science in this regard is
not new. However, generic approaches sometimes fail to take into account the
specificities of the scenario in which they are used.

We believe the probabilistic centrality indexes proposed in this work directly
tackle this issue, providing the means to a deeper and more reliable understand-
ing of voting networks. Moreover, the proposed methodology is flexible enough
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to be used on other systems with similar basic attributes, such as having the
alignment of its components as random events. As a future work, a comparison of
parliaments of different countries based on the proposed methodology could lead
to interesting results and discussions. Another idea that could be explored is to
use such the proposed ideas in the context of recommender systems, considering
the agreement between customers given their behavioral records.
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